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Thesis Statement:  I hope to explore the question of why in light weight architectural edifices, 
and movement of the funambulist, beauty can be reached tangentially, created 
as a product of a devotion to a practice which involves qualities of simplicity, 
reduction and economy in a realm of danger.

I. Introduction.  My research paper will be an exploration of the aesthetic consequences of 
reduction and economy in the creation of structures and movement in particular 
where the event of failure in construction or execution would be ruinous.  How 
can our understanding of the above concept be broadened and connected by and 
to the words of philosophers and practitioners grappling with defining beauty 
and the sublime experience?  

I will study the practice of engineers whose passion and work has been to make 
light weight structures.  By using mathematics and looking at nature the 
engineer’s focus is not upon creating a beautiful object, but rather in an interest 
in finding the essence of structure and what is necessary. Why when he discards 
everything else, do we often uncover a beauty in harmony with nature and the 
human spirit? (Le Corbusier)

 I will read the words of engineers, writers, philosophers, a wire walker, and a 
martial artist, whose unique visions have created a bold legacy.  I will look at 
majestic movements and forms which reach skyward, their lightness and grace 
seemingly suspended by a mysterious physics.  While under a grand leaf, the 
volume of the enormous anticlastic roof built of cable and membrane a deep 
touch to body and spirit arises.  When we see the arc of a funambulist high 
above his wire in a full layout salto landing perfectly in a silent plié, so 
effortless, it exalts our perceptions of time and space.  But also in our soul we 
understand that in this beauty exists a terrifying potential—snapped cables, 
twisted and maimed steel tubes, a fallen performer in great pain or worse.

II.  Beauty and the Lightweight Structure: A desire to dance with gravity.
A.  Frei Otto, The Institute for Light Weight Structure, Robert Le Ricolais, “Zero 

Weight Infinite Span.”
1. Desire for a minimum of materials in the creation of structures  

a. Studies of nature. soap bubbles, catenaries (Frei Otto)
(Boys, C.)
b. Mathematical representation of natural geometries, 
measurement (Cook, T.) (Boys, C.)
c. Human imagination, infinite never ending possibility
(Da Vinci, L.) (Brunn, F.) (Kahn, L.)

2. Building, 



a. Models, experiments, balancing forces in space in various 
scales. Aerial structure.  Flying columns, etc.
b. Reduction/clarification of ideas by building/action. (Drew, P.) 
(Lee, B.)

B Examining the structures aesthetic affects
1. Soaring structure, unnerving structure, seemingly defying 
physical laws. Flying columns, high tensile strands, transparent 
membranes (Drew, P.) (Otto, F.)

a. Transparency  (Tanizaki, J.)
b. Mathematical harmonies with nature, (Le Corbusier)

2. Experiences of wonder/terror disturbance of our psyche 
creating sublime experiences.(Kant, E.) (Roland, B.) (Artaud, A.) 

III.  Beauty and the Funambulist: A desire to dance with gravity.
A. Philippe Petit, and the quest for immobility.

1. Dynamic equilibrium
a.  The impossibility of stillness upon a wire. (Petit, P) 
(Burgess, H.)
b.  The infinite possibilities of the pose.  (Petit, P.) (Brunn, F.)

2. Reduction of movement toward beauty and purpose
a. Time on the wire, mastery of physical acts through devotion/
practice.(Lee, B.) (Brunn, F.)
b. Discarding embellishment/ornamentation — Physical mastery 
as undoing(Lee, B.) (Petit, P) (Neitzsche F.)  (Le Ricolais, R.)

B.  Personal experiences in balance/rope walking
1. Minimum effort motion, yielding most stability/grace.
2. Working without judgement, working towards silence of mind/body.

a. Unification of mind and body, heaven and earth, metaphor of 
the rope. (Eliade, M.) 
b. Dissolution/reduction, of the actor through action, the 
experiencer through experience.  (Lee, B.) (Petit, P.) (Artaud A.)

IV. Conclusion:  As the line between economizing/soaring and failure/falling is neared, a 
vibration in the observer begins between the sensation of delight and terror, 
attraction and repulsion.  This experience has — in words of many thinkers/
writers (Barthes, Artaud, Kant, and Neitzsche) — been described as the essence 
of a sublime moments.  As one works for the most simple, most economical 
solution in problems of structure and balance by reducing materials and 
movements to a minimum, a journey of devotion towards the distillation of 
actions or of objects, a grace and beauty which harmonizes with nature and spirit 
is born.  
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